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ABSTRACT

Assessing cascade size effects on compound stability under irradiation requires a safe

stochastic description of the order-disorder transition under external forcing. To

address multidimensional order parameter structures, we introduce the "Kubo

Ansatz" technique and apply it to the FCC lattice. Irradiation-induced stabilization of

unexpected structures is predicted : a diagram for the respective stability of Ll2, Llo

and disordered FCC solid solution is established.
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1. Summary of previous work

The effects of the size of displacement cascades on phase stability under

irradiation are both of practical and fundamental interest. Extrapolating data to yet

unexplored irradiating environment (e.g. 14 MeV neutrons) or optimizing ion

implantation conditions requires a clear identification of the scaling parameters of

phase diagrams under irradiation.

As discussed elsewhere [1], cascade size may affect phase stability under

irradiation because of two distinct contributions : the replacement to displacement

cross section ratio depends on the deposited energy density ; ballistic jumps which

tend to disorder ordered compounds occur by bursts (of size b), while thermal jumps

which restore long range order occur one by one.

The latter effect cannot be handled by standard rate theories. A stochastic

treatment of the problem, based on a Fokker-Planck approximation of the relevant

master equation, has shown that the possible steady-state values of the long range

order parameter under irradiation are not affected by the size of the bursts, but that

the respective stability of the former is b dependent. As a consequence, the stability

diagram of phases under irradiation varies with b [2]. Shifts of up to 100 K of the

stability domain of compounds under irradiation were predicted.

The technique we used up to now is well suited for compounds, the state of which

is described by a single order parameter. The method however fails when more than

one order parameter is required. We summarize below the problem and how it can be

solved. The use of this new method is exemplified on the FCC lattice where

unexpected structures are predicted to be stabilized by irradiation. Details are to be

found elsewhere [3].



2. Principle of the method

As previously we assume that the dynamical steady state of a compound under

irradiation results from the balance between disordering induced by ballistic jumps

and reordering induced by thermally activated jumps. Any state of order of an AB

ordered compound is described by the degree of occupancy of the s sublattices by e.g.

B atoms : Xi, X2, ..., Xs , which define a vector X in the s-dimensional order

parameter space.

In the absence of irradiation, the probability of a state X is given by :

(1)

where (3 is 1/ksT, Q the number of lattice sites, f(X) a free energy density function

which can be evaluated e.g. by a simple Bragg Williams mean-field approximation.

The same probability as (1) may be obtained as the steady state solution of the

master equation governing P(X ) :

£ ->* +jgi) + P(X +ei)W(X +£i ->£ ) (2)

provided the transition rates W(X —>X +£ i) are chosen to obey detailed balance :

= exp I- p Q \f(X +£i) - f(X )1 } (3)
I L ~ ~ J JWth

The fi are the changes of the state of order induced by the possible A-B

exchanges. The superscript 'th* refers to thermal jumps. One expression of the Wth

which satifies eq. (3) is :

£-»£+£i) = <2 v g.<£ )exp - P Ej(^ )+E2(£ ) (4)



where g{(X ) is the probability to find an A-B pair such that the A-B exchange will

induce the transition X ->X +£ i, EI is the energy required to isolate the A-B pair

from the system and E2 that to insert the A-B pair in a saddle point position, gi, EI

(and eventually E2) are estimated by bond counting under the same mean-field

approximation as for f(X ).

In the presence of irradiation, P(X ,t) is still governed by eq. (2) with the

transition rates W = Wth + Wb, where Wb is the contribution of ballistic jumps

(with frequency v 7) :

(5)

It is found that the full W's do not fulfill the condition of detailed balance, but

eq. (2) may nevertheless be solved in the limit of large system sizes (Q -» °°), using

a technique proposed by Kubo [4]. Assuming that in the steady-state :

(6)

it is found that ty(X ) is the solution of :

0 = X W(~ ~*~ +~° [l ~ exp f Q -1 •-
•1

Eq. (7) is a nonlinear first crder partial differential equation which in principle

might be solved numerically.

For a one-dimensional order parameter X, the problem simplifies considerably

if W(X -*X +£0 only allows for single pair exchanges. It is shown that eqs. (6) and

(7) are the solution of eq. (2) up to terms of order Q-1 :
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In multidimensional cases, the solution of eq. (7) may sometimes be reduced to a

simple integral, e.g. by taking advantage of symmetry arguments. We give such an

example below.

3. FCC binary compounds under irradiation

The FCC lattice consists of 4 independent simple cubic sublattices, the occupancy

of which by B atoms is Xi, X2, X3, X4. The Bragg Williams thermodynamics of such

a system is well known [5]. For the kinetics, we assume that single pair exchanges

occur between sublattices i and k : a transition which increases Xi by 1/Q and

decreases Xk by the same amount is denoted by X ->AT +£ik.The deterministic

evolution of X is given by :

(9)

The W's can be found by the procedure outlined above. Moreover, it is known

[6] that the steady-state solutions of the deterministic model, X yield extremal values

of (p(X ) in eq. (6).

Fig. 1 shows the flow of eq. (9) in a section X4 = constant of the order

parameter space. The velocity field in that plane is projected onto the system plane.

The parameter values correspond to a stoechiometric AsB compound with a transition

temperature outside irradiation of 1000 K and a ballistic jump frequency of 10~6 times

the preexponential factor of the thermal jump frequency (y « 6.4 in eq. (5)). Such

sections reveal that the steady-states all lie on symmetry axis of the order parameter

space. The same conclusion is also reached by numerical integration of eq. (9).

As a consequence, all extrema of ty(X ) lie on such axis. By an appropriate

change of variables, eq. (7) may be reduced to an ordinary differential equation



which can be straightforwardly integrated. Therefore, the respective stability of two

competing steady-states (e.g. Ll2 and Llo) lying along different symmetry axis can be

deduced from :

L12

WL1
In —^du (9a)

W
L12

FCC

Llo
** 4-

W

0 * ^^ ^y

FCC

In - r d v (9b)

L10

where e.g. W is the transition rate which enhances the a type ordering to the expense

of the disordered FCC solution. Obviously the FCC state is the center of symmetry of

the order parameter space.

Fig. 2 is an example of a dynamical equilibrium diagram computed according to

the above technique for a A3B compound. As expected an order-disorder transition

for the LI 2 structure is induced at low temperature or high irradiation flux. More

surprisingly, irradiation, may stabilize ordered structures which are unstable outside

irradiation : at low enough temperatures, and not too high fluxes, on increasing

temperature one would go from a fully disordered FCC solution to non-
%

stoechiometric AB3 (Ll2 type, denoted here L^) ordering, then LlQ ordering and

finally the stoechiometric A^B - Ll2 structure ! The extent of the stability fields of

the above structures depends on the saddle point energy E2 in eq. (4).

Cascade size effects as revealed by our previous technique are now under study

with the above method.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Cross section of the flow of eq. (9) through the order parameter space.

Section plane X4 = .134 ; relative ballistic jump frequency y = 6.4 ;

relative temperature T/TC = .375.

The three (attracting) points corresponding to the LI2 structure are marked

by open triangles, those corresponding to the LIo structure by squares. The

(repelling) center (full triangle) corresponds to the non-stoechiometric

structure, denoted by Ll^.

Figure 2 (a) Dynamical phase diagram of the FCC A^E compound.

(b) Enlarged view of (a) with the sequence of phases.
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